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Volceram Basalt Flooring
Decorative floor & pavement tiles made
from natural neo-volcanic rock
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FORGED from the heart of volcanoes,
our stunning range of Volceram tiles
combines a modern, contemporary look
with unrivalled beauty and durability.
Cast from one-million-year-old neo-volcanic rock,
Volceram basalt tiles offer a versatile solution for areas
where hard-wearing flooring is as essential as an
eye-catching design.
Volceram tiles are proving popular in the most upmarket
of continental bars and restaurants thanks to their
remarkable individuality and unique properties.
Decorative, hard-wearing and easy to clean, these
beautifully textured tiles have also proved the ideal
material for many other commercial spaces with
heavy footfall, including shops, pubs, restaurants, office
reception areas, micro-breweries, and public buildings.

Four times harder than stone, and ideal too for
innumerable domestic applications – kitchens, patio, halls,
and lounges – the beauty of basalt is the beauty lasts.
A million years in the making, Volceram basalt flooring
is as durable as the Earth itself, molten cast to achieve a
uniform, crystalline structure to suit a vast variety of uses.
One of the toughest natural ceramic materials known
to man, they offer unrivalled abrasion and chemical
resistance. With non-porous surfaces that are hygienic
and easy to clean, Volceram tiles deliver a dramatic
flooring solution for those seeking to partner practicality
with a sleek new look.

Vivacious, classical, timeless, and visually mesmerising, Volceram basalt flooring
offers a daily reminder that what’s beneath our feet need never be second best.

Volceram Basalt
Flooring

! More resilient than traditional or ceramic stone flooring
! Stunning and uniquely individual appearance
! Perfect for heavy footfall
! Easy to clean

! Suitable for commercial and domestic applications
! Resistant to wear and tear

Volceram Flooring Tiles

Decorative Tiles

Charlotte

Florentine

Mava 1

Mava 2

Thales: Alpha

Thales: Beta

Thales: Gamma

Thales: Delta

Anti-Slip Tiles

Edges & Skirts

General Specifications:
Density: 3.00 gr/cm3
Hardness: 8-9 Mohs Scale
Abrasion Resistance: 2,940 (normal paving stone 862)
Chemical Resistance: Excellent to both acid and alkali
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